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A generalization of a vector-valued integral arising 
(quantum) statistical decision theory is considered. 
in the noncommutative 
In quantum statistical decision theory one must consider integrals of the form 
where F(.) is a function with values in the space of trace-class hermitian 
operators, X(e) is a measure with values in the set of non-negative hermitian 
bounded operators in a Hilbert space H [4]. If variation or semivariation of X(a) 
is finite then expression (1) may be defined using Bochner’s concept of integration 
(see, e.g., [l, 31). Here we show that for a wide class of functions F(3) including 
class 6 of [4], expression (1) may be defined as a Riemann-type integral for 
every positive operator-valued measure X(a), without any assumption concerning 
variation or semivariation. 
We shall consider a more general case. Let B be a von Neumann algebra 
in a Hilbert space H, b, be a cone of non-negative hermitian operators from 23; 
let 2 be the predual of 8, i.e., the space of all ultraweakly continuous functionals 
on 23 and let Xh be the subspace of real functionals from 2 (for the definitions 
see, e.g., [2]). The value of TEE on the element X E 23 will be denoted (T, X). 
Since the product XY of X, YE b is ultraweakly continuous in each term, then 
for each T E Z the functional (T, XY) is an ultraweakly continuous functional 
in YE 23 for any X, which will be denoted by TX. 
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Let U be a bounded interval in lRa and let F = {F(U); u E U> be a &valued 
function on U. Put 
?(I?) = inf{ll T I[ : T G Zh , &F(u) < T, Vu E U>; 
w(F; 6) = inf{// T I/ : T E ZA , 
&[F(u)-F(w)]\<T,VU,Z,EU;)U--I<(}. 
We write F E C( U; 2,) if w(F; 6) + 0 for 8 + 0. From the inequality 
I 4F, ; 6) - 4F, ; 3 < YF, - F,), 
and from the proof of Lemma 6.1 [4] it follows that F E C( U; 2,) iff there 
exists a sequence of functions of the form F(u) = Ci Tifi(u), where Ti E 2, , 
fi are continuous real-valued functions, such that r(F - F”) + 0. 
Let X = (X(B); B C U> be a %+-valued additive function of intervals, and 
let 7 = (Bi} be a finite partition of U into mutually disjoint subintervals B, . 
Form an integral sum u, = CiF(ug) X(Bi), (Ui E Bi). We WZ ~h0e0 that if 
F E C( U; 2,) then the limit 
exists in the norm of Z (6, being the size of the partition), and it does not depend 
on the choice of points Ui E Bi . 
We prove first the following auxiliary result: If F E Zh and +F ,< T, X E !$3+ , 
and YE 23, then 
IV, XYX < 8W”, Y*-JW + C-V, x>) 
for any positive numb@ c. 
(3) 
First, let F 2 0. Then putting (F, XY) = reia(r >, 0) we have 
Y = (T, $(XYrioL + eiaY*X)). 
Since X > 0 then (~~~1~ - c1/2eiaY*)X(c-1/2 - c1j2e-inY) > 0, hence 
(XYeia + eiaY*X) < c-lx + cY*XY 
and 
I(F, XY)] = r < $(c(F, Y*XY) + c-l(F, X)). 
If fF < T then applying (4) to F + T(0 Q F + T < 2T), we have 
IV, XVI =G l<T, XY>l + (CO’, Y*XY) + c-l (T, X)); 
applying (4) to the first term on the right-hand side, we obtain (3). 
(4) 
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Now let rr = {BJ, ~a = {B,} be two partitions of U, ~a being a subpartition 
ofri.ForanyYEB 
<UT, - UT2 9 n = c c W%) - w&k), X(&k)Y~. 
i k 
For any T E Z1, satisfying 
f Mu) - W) < T for I u - v I -=c h2 9 (5) 
we have, using (3), 
lkl - UT2 9 y>i d -8 c c @CT, Y*X(Bik)Y> + c-l(T, X(B,k))) 
i k 
= $(c( T, Y*X( U)Y) + c-l( T, X(U))). 
Minimizing the right-hand side with respect to c > 0, we obtain 
I(%, - UT2 > VI < H<T, Y*-WWYT~ X(W)1’2 < 3 II T II II -W)ll II Y Il. 
Taking the g.1.b. with respect to T satisfying (5), and taking into account (2), 
we have 
II UT, - uJ/ < 84R %Jl X(u)/I, 
which implies that the left-hand side tends to zero if a72 -+ 0 provided 
F E C( u; 2,). 
In the case b = d(H) (the algebra of all bounded operators in H) 2(2,) is 
isomorphic with the space of all (hermitian) trace-class operators in H, and it 
follows that each function of the class 6 [4] is integrable with respect to any X. 
It is instructive to consider the commutative case 23 = Lz(Q, m), where D is 
a measurable space with a u-finite measure m. Then 2, = Lnr(Q, m) and to each 
Zh-valued function F there corresponds a class of equivalent representatives 
(F,(u)}. We have 
r(F) = 1 u ess sup / F,(u)1 m(dw); 
w(F; 8) = 1 “;yl~ I ~A4 - ~&)I mW). 
If F,(U) is continuous in u (mod m) and y(F) < 00 then F E C(U; L&2, m)). 
Let U(W) be a m-measurable mapping from Sa to Rn. Consider X(B) = 1, 
(u(w)) where lB(*) is th e indicator of B. One can verify that 
s u T(u) XV4 = T&~JJ)) 1 r&G))- 
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Erratum added in proof. The following correction should be made in the author’s 
earlier paper [4]: 
Page 348, line 4: Interchange u and w. Page 352, line 5: The representation {VR> is 
reducible and the reference to Theorem 4.2 in line 7 is not valid. The proof follows 
directly from (4.8). (This note was stimulated by comments of C. W. Helstrom.) Page 
366, line 6: For functionals (F, X)u. to be continuous in X, the Vi must be chosen such 
that their boundaries have zero X-measure. Page 374, line 17: Replace TrXpY by Re 
Tr XpY. Page 374, line 27: Replace (z, w) by (z, w}. Page 392, line 2: Replace M by M 
or the whole formula by M = (A -t- B + K/2)-‘B. In the Notes, pages 387 and 388: 
@A must be an invariant subspace of the operator A. 
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